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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the implementation of standard particle swarm optimization (SPSO) on a swarm of
physical mobile robots conducting a source seeking task. The signal source is electromagnetic, whose strength
is non-differentiable at many points making most gradient based source seeking strategies ineffective in this
scenario. We analyze the physical limitations of the robots and modify SPSO accordingly to make them
compatible with each other. We also compare different SPSO topology models to determine the one best
suited for our problem. Finally, we incorporate obstacle avoidance strategies into PSO, and compare the
performance of original PSO, SPSO 2006 and SPSO 2011 in a complex environment with obstacles.
Simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of implementing SPSO to robot source seeking problem.
Moreover, it is shown that SPSO 2011 is not only superior as an optimization method, but also provides
better performance in robotic implementation compared to SPSO 2006 and original PSO.
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Standard Particle Swarm Optimization on Source
Seeking Using Mobile Robots
Rui Zou ∗ , Vijay Kalivarapu† , Sourabh Bhattacharya ‡ , Eliot Winer §
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011
In this paper, we explore the implementation of standard particle swarm optimization
(SPSO) on a swarm of physical mobile robots conducting a source seeking task. The signal
source is electromagnetic, whose strength is non-differentiable at many points making most
gradient based source seeking strategies ineffective in this scenario. We analyze the physical
limitations of the robots and modify SPSO accordingly to make them compatible with
each other. We study the implementation of SPSO in an environment where obstacles and
collisions exist and compare the results of this implementation with a basic PSO that was
implemented in our prior work.
I. Introduction
Seeking a source with autonomous vehicles is an area of growing interest and wide applications.1,2 The
source could emit an electromagnetic, acoustic, or thermal signal, or some chemical or biological agent. By
imitating the behaviors of natural species from a microscopic level to a macroscopic level, researchers have
developed robots3 and sensor networks4 that can perform complex tasks such as environment monitoring,
search and rescue operations, explosive detection, drug detection, sensing leakage of hazardous chemicals,
pollution sensing and environmental studies. In this work, we address a problem in which a team of mobile
agents, called the seekers, try to find the unknown location of a source that emits an electromagnetic signal
of unknown strength. At every instant, the seekers can sense the strength of the signal transmitted by
the source at their current positions which in general decays with distance from the source. Based on this
information, we implement the standard particle swarm optimization (SPSO) to find the location where the
signal strength is the maximum.
The most popular and studied methods towards this problem are gradient based methods. A vast
amount of research has been done on solving the source seeking problem with gradient based methods.
Some researchers relied on a single seeker, like ground robot,5 AUV6 or MAV7 to climb or descend gradient
to the source. While others executed gradient based source seeking techniques by deploying a team of seekers
to form a mobile sensor network4,8–11 to track the gradient of the source. Recently, there has been some
work in12,13 where the authors adopted the extremum seeking technique originally developed in.14 This
perturbation-based extremum seeking method essentially still relies on the gradient information derived
from robots’ movement. Even though a team of seekers were used in the above works, they essentially
focused on obtaining a more accurate local gradient estimation at a point by deploying all seekers in a small
neighborhood. As a consequence, seekers tended to be trapped in a local extremum due to the limitation of
local knowledge. s
II. Background
Gradient based strategies suffer from the following limitations: (a) They cannot handle discontinuous
design spaces, (b) Seekers trapped in a local optimum cannot find the global extremum unless the optimiza-
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tion is performed multiple times to reasonably assure it is at the global extremum, and (c) Only one design
point searches the design space for the extremum when a number of points can simultaneously search for
them while communicating with each other during the process. To overcome these shortcomings, we use a
heuristic non-gradient based strategy known as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
Inspired by the behavior of bird flock and fish school, Kennedy and Eberhart first proposed PSO,15 an
evolutionary computation technique. Ever since then it has drawn attentions from researchers. Many varia-
tions and modified versions of PSO have been proposed and studied. In 1998, Shi and Eberhart introduced
inertia weight into the velocity vector equation for PSO. Clerc and Kennedy16 proposed the constriction
PSO which can prevent swarm “explosion” and guarantee convergence in 2002. Neighborhood PSO,17 a
modification of PSO intended to tackle with the premature problem in convergence through near neighbor
interactions was presented by Veeramachaneni et al. Other advanced PSO methods include Quantum be-
haved PSO18 and Digital Pheromone PSO.19
In this paper, we focus our attention on one of the well-known PSO variations, known as SPSO 2006 in
the Particle Swarm Central.20 SPSO was first noted in the original PSO,15 but it didn’t become popular
until the publication of some works21,22 that describe the implementation of various SPSO.
In this work, we will study the implementation of SPSO 2006 on the source seeking problem using mobile
robots. The contributions of this paper are as follows. Applying a non-gradient based heuristic method in a
source seeking problem is a novel contribution to the community where gradient based methods are a norm.
Implementing physical constraints of mobile robots such as energy consumption, and moving velocity within
SPSO is the second contribution. Thirdly, we study two topology models of SPSO and the parameters that
benefit our application. Finally, we also propose the variation of SPSO which can be implemented in a more
complex environment where obstacles and collisions exist.
III. Methodology
A. Source Seeking Problem
In addition to the gradient based methods discussed in Section I, significant amount of work has been done
in gradient based methods to solve the source seeking problem. Statistic methods are used in1,23,24 and2 to
construct a maximum likelihood map of the source location. In,25 a team of antennas are used to localize
electromagnetic sources based on a statistical signal-processing technique termed “independent component
analysis” and on robust triangulation. In,26 the authors proposed a strategy to obtain the incoming directions
of waves in observation, and then trace back the wave direction rays to locate the source at the intersec-
tions of the rays. This technique assumes prior knowledge about the wave length and frequency of the waves.
We consider the scenario where a static source is present in the vicinity. A team of mobile agents, called
seekers, that are restricted to move on a plane, try to locate the source. The seekers are assumed to be holo-
nomic kinematic agents with maximum speed vU . The seekers have the capability to measure the strength
of the signal emitted by the source at their current locations. However, the current location of the source,
its signal strength and decay profile are not known to the seekers. The objective of the seekers is to find the
location of the source.
The decay profile of a point source located on a plane that continuously transmits/emits an electromag-
netic signal can be described by the following equation.27
PA =
cP
(1 + d)
α , (1)
where PA is the power of the signal measured at a point A on the plane located at a distance d from the
source, c and α are constants that depend on the physical parameters of the medium through which the
signal is transmitted.
From the decay profiles of the above source, one would intuitively think of a gradient based source
seeking strategy to solve this problem. However, gradient based strategies require the decay profiles to be
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twice differentiable or at least differentiable. This is not true when the real world model of the electromag-
netic source is significantly different from the theoretical one due to reflection, refraction and multi-path
fading.Moreover, there exist multiple extrema in the real model which makes gradient based methods less
preferable. Because seekers implementing these strategies are prone to be trapped in a local minimum when
additional information about the source is not accessible.
Figure 1 illustrates a real RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) map of an RF source provided by
an XBee R©ZB RF module on a 5 m×5 m plane. The XBee module was located at the center of this area,
and the measurements were taken by another XBee module using “ATDB” command. The figure clearly
illustrates the fact that the real RSSI profile has many local extrema and is non-differentiable almost every-
where contrary to the assumption made in gradient based source-seeking algorithms. Therefore, we resort
to PSO to overcome the aforementioned hurdle which is a non-gradient based optimization technique. Since
PSO does not require the optimization function to be differentiable, it can be applied directly to the real
RSSI measurements as in Figure 1 without further estimation.
Figure 1. Map of RSSI
B. SPSO 2006
Standard Particle Swarm Optimization (SPSO) is a substantial improvement to the original PSO published
in 1995, and researchers that developed their own PSO implementations benchmark their methods perfor-
mance against SPSO. The implementation of SPSO 2006 can be found here.21 Other benchmarking SPSO
implementations include SPSO 2009 and SPSO 2011.20 In the full paper, a description of how it works and
why this particular flavor of SPSO was chosen for our work will be described.
In this paper, we would like to extend our previous work and apply a more recent PSO technique to
study its benefits in source seeking. Figure 2 is a close look at the robots and source used in our previous
experiments. Robots responding to particle position updates at the end of each iteration using inertia weight
PSO and move from one location to another. Here is the URL for a full video:
http://rzou.public.iastate.edu/Research/Video/PSOAIM.html. In the full paper, SPSO 2006 implementation
adapted to the source seeking problem, results from the implementation and performance comparison with
our previous implementations will be presented.Time permitting, a more recent SPSO technique such as
Digital pheromone PSO or SPSO 2011 will be implemented and results will be reported.
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Figure 2. Robots and source used in our previous experiments
IV. SPSO on Mobile Robots Source Seeking
In this section, we will study the proposed problem from three aspects. Firstly, we will discuss all the
physical limitations that posed by mobile robots that need to be implemented in PSO. Secondly, we will
compare the performances of two topology models of SPSO on our problem and propose modifications that
best suit our case. Finally, we will discuss about implementing the obtained SPSO in a more complex
environment where obstacles and collisions exist.
A. Physical Constraints of Mobile Robots
PSO is a population based search algorithm. It is initialized with a number of random solutions, called
particles. These particles evolve iteratively in the search-space trying to improve the solution. When
implementing PSO on mobile robots, we consider each robot as a particle. While particles “fly” across the
search-space, robots move on the wheels. Therefore, we must add some constraints to PSO to match the
physical limitations.
As mentioned before, robots move on the wheels. So there must be a limitation on their maximum
velocity which is much smaller than that of a particle. So we will find a reasonable speed limit which satisfies
the limitations without hurting the performance of PSO. While the performance of PSO is mainly evaluated
by the final solution it finds, we should also take energy consumption into consideration. The operating time
and traveling distance of a robot is strictly restricted by its battery or other sources of energy. Therefore,
number of iterations and distance traveled by particles are also criteria for evaluating the performance of
PSO in our case.
B. Comparison Between Global Model and Ring Model
SPSO differs from the original PSO in that it defines a different communication topology. In SPSO, a local
topology model, the lbest ring topology, is suggested, while the global topology model, the gbest topology,
is used in the original PSO. Since no conclusive statement has been made on which model is superior to the
other, it is necessary to test both models on this problem. We will conduct simulations on the source depicted
in Figure 1. All physical constraints will be implemented, and considered in performance evaluation.
C. SPSO in Complex Environment
In previous implementations, the source seeking task is carried out in an ideal obstacle-free environment.
However, in real-world scenarios, we have to cope with obstacles as well as collisions among robots. To deal
with this problem, we move robots sequentially. While one robot is moving, all other robots stay still and
are treated as static obstacles, as well. Thus, we will be able to build a visibility map of the environment
and use Dijkstra’s algorithms to find a shortest path for that robot without collision.
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V. Simulation Results
In the full paper, results from SPSO implementations will be reported.
VI. Conclusion
In the full paper, this section will be completed.
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